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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper may be regarded as a sequel to the author’s recent paper [9], 
in which it was announced. However, it contains more material than what 
was announced in [9], as will be explained below. 
The discussion is centered around the singular nonlinear Dirichlet 
problem 
--u”+w(t) lul”u=l.u, (1.1) 
u(0) = 0, UEL2[0, co[, (1.2) 
where r~ > 0 is a constant and w is a positive continuous function satisfying 
the minimal growth condition 
s ‘zc w-2/ndt<co. 0 (1.3) 
This problem exhibits bifurcation from the essential spectrum (cf. 
[2, 3, 8,9] and the references therein), and its bifurcation diagram as well 
as nodal properties of its solutions have been studied in [9] with the help 
of an elementary shooting method and in [3, 81 with the help of critical 
point theory on level surfaces generated by prescribing the L2-norm of the 
solutions. Benci and Fortunado [Z] treated a related problem using 
Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory for the unconstrained case, so that A>0 is 
a parameter which may be prescribed rather than an eigenvalue to be 
sought. 
It is this approach that we take up here again, with the version of 
Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory given by Clark [4] as our point of depar- 
ture. Combining the theory of Clark [4] with various results and methods 
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from [3, 8, 91, we obtain most of the information needed to complete the 
global description of the bifurcation diagram of ( 1 .l ), ( 1.2) which was 
begun in [9]. 
However, most of these techniques can easily be applied to more general 
problems, thus yielding various generalizations and supplements of results 
from [24, 6, 8-l 11. Therefore only Sections 6 and 7 deal with problem 
(1.1) (1.2) as such, while situations of varying degree of generality are con- 
sidered in Sections 2 to 5. 
To be specific, Section 2 contains a brief account of the main result of 
Clark [4], and we prove that the Ljusternik-Schnirelman critical values c, 
tend to zero as j-+ co. This result was proved by Benci and Fortunado [2] 
for the special boundary value problem they considered, utilizing various 
particularities of their problem for the proof. However, we would like to 
emphasize that this limiting relation is an intrinsic feature of Ljuster- 
nik-Schnirelman theory and can be proved in full generality by standard 
arguments of that theory (see, e.g., [13]). 
In Section 3 these results are applied to the operator-theoretic nonlinear 
eigenvalue problem 
Lu+F(u)=hd (1.4) 
in a Hilbert space H, where L is a self-adjoint linear operator in H which is 
bounded below, and where F is a nonlinear, strictly monotone odd 
gradient operator. Under assumptions imilar to those used in [3] for an 
analogous constrained problem, it turns out that (1.4) enjoys all the 
properties which were proved by Benci and Fortunado [2] for a particular 
boundary value problem. In particular, if the g.1.b. I* of L is assumed to 
belong to the essential spectrum of L, then, for every i > A* there exists a 
sequence (u~,~,), of solutions to ( 1.4) such that u~,~, -+ 0 as A -+ I* and such 
that the u~,~, admit variational characterizations of Ljusternik-Schnirelman 
type. 
The results of Section 3 hold, in particular, for a wide class of boundary 
value problems on unbounded domains G c R”, as is briefly discussed in 
Section 4. This class is given by almost the same assumptions as have been 
used in Section 5 of Bongers, Heinz, and Kiipper [3], and it is a natural 
generalization of problem (1.1 ), (1.2) under the growth condition ( 1.3) 
(and also of the problem treated in [2]). In Section 5, special attention is 
given to the case n = 1, in which the assumptions can be relaxed roughly as 
was done for the constrained case in Section 6 of [3], and in which the 
nodal structure of the solutions becomes an important object of study. 
Concerning nodal properties, the methods of Heinz [S] carry over to the 
unconstrained case, and we obtain the precise analogues of the main results 
of [8], thereby generalizing earlier results of Coffman [6], Hempel [lo], 
and Jones and Kiipper [ 111. 
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At this point, a word should be said about the relationships between 
nodal properties and the variational method. Presumably, Nehari [ 121 was 
the first to use a variational principle involving the variation of systems of 
prescribed zeroes to construct solutions with a given number of zeroes. His 
method was extended to problems on an unbounded interval by Ryder 
[14]. Coffman [S] first established a relationship between Nehari’s 
method and Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory by proving that the charac- 
teristic numbers defined by Nehari coincide with the Ljuster- 
nik-Schnirelman critical levels of a suitable auxiliary functional. The dif- 
ferential equations treated in [S, 12, 141 are typified, for example, by the 
equation 
u”+Au+w(t) lu(“u=O, 
and they are termed “superlinear” by Coffman and many other authors, 
whereas Eq. (1.1) belongs to a class called “sublinear” by these authors, 
because it is thought of as being written in the form 
u”+lu-w(t) lul”u=O. 
For such “sublinear” problems on a compact interval Hempel [lo] 
established the existence of solutions with prescribed number of zeroes 
using a suitable variational principle, and his critical levels were sub- 
sequently identified with Ljusternik-Schnirelman levels by Coffman [6]. 
Independently of Coffman and Hempel, the author [S] recently gave a 
proof of the existence of eigenfunctions with prescribed number of zeroes 
and prescribed L*-norm for sublinear problems both on bounded and 
unbounded intervals. In this proof Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory on level 
surfaces is combined with a dual variational principle again involving 
movable systems of prescribed zeroes. Certain complications arise due to 
the need to keep the L*-norm fixed while the prescribed zeros are being 
shifted, but when the constraint is removed the dual variational principle 
from [S] actually reduces to the one considered in [ 10,6]. (cf. Section 5 
for details.) Moreover, the papers [6, 81 share a fundamental construction 
in which systems of prescribed locations of zeroes are used to generate a set 
of known genus in the underlying function space. Thus the treatment of 
nodal properties in Section 5 may be viewed either as a generalization of 
that of Coffman [6] or as an analogue of that of Heinz [S]. However, both 
the existence proof in [lo] and the proof of equivalence of the two 
variational principles in [6] break down in singular cases such as (1.1 ), 
(1.2), and so it is necessary to follow the arguments from [8] in order to 
establish the results for singular sublinear problems in Section 5. 
Finally, in Section 6, problem (1.1 ), ( 1.2) is considered under the 
assumptions 
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(L) w E C’ and W’/W is nondecreasing, 
and 
(E) w’(t,)>O for some t,>O, 
which have already been used in [9]. These assumptions imply (1.3), and it 
is a trivial matter to infer the improvements announced in [9] from the 
material of Sections 3 and 5. Beyond this, we relate the shooting method 
from [9] and the present variational method by studying the dependence 
of the potential functional 
(where p := 0 + 2) on the initial slope u’(0) of a solution u of (1.1 ), (1.2). 
The resulting monotonicity theorem (Theorem 6.2) leads to interesting new 
uniqueness properties of (1.1 ), (1.2), and in fact it turns out that the 
description of the bifurcation diagram given in [9] under additional 
hypotheses is already valid when only (E) and (L) are assumed. Further- 
more, the “preferred solutions” u,,;. which have been constructed in [9] 
and which make up the continuous branches of the bifurcation diagram, 
are seen to enjoy three equivalent characterizations. To describe them, we 
fix A > 0 and n E N, and we remove the obvious sign ambiguity by consider- 
ing the set S of all solutions of ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2) having positive initial slope and 
precisely n - 1 distinct interior zeroes. Then u = u,,,~ is equivalent to each of 
the following statements: 
1 
in S. (‘) 
u E S, and the initial slope is minimal for u among all functions 
(ii) UES, and J,(u) is maximal among the J,(v), UES. 
(iii) u E S, and J,(U) is the nth Ljusternik-Schnirelman level of J;,. 
Thus it becomes clear that both the shooting method and the variational 
method lead to the same distinguished solutions u,.,. 
It is still an open question whether or not (1.1 ), (1.2) has other nontrivial 
solutions besides the +u,,~.. However, the limiting behavior of the Ljuster- 
nik-Schnirelman levels as established in Section 2 has the surprising con- 
sequence that Eq. ( 1.1) has no oscillating solutions, as shall be seen in Sec- 
tion 7. Hypotheses (E) and (L) are sufficient for this result, but not 
necessary. Instead, it essentially suffices to assume (1.3) and the uniqueness 
(up to sign) of solutions with given number of zeroes on a given compact 
interval, i.e., the uniqueness property that was derived from condition (L) 
in [9]. The paper is then concluded with a counterexample in which (1.3) 
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is satisfied, yet oscillating solutions do exist, so that the uniqueness 
property just mentioned must be violated. The example thus shows that 
additional requirements uch as (L) are indispensible for the results of [9] 
and of the two final sections of the present paper. 
For the sake of conciseness the author has refrained from reiterating any 
commentary or examples concerning the various sets of assumptions. 
However, the assumptions themselves have been carefully restated for the 
convenience of the reader. 
2. REMARKS ON FREE LJUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMAN THEORY 
Let us briefly recall the version of Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory given 
by Clark [4]. Consider a Banach space X and a functional JE C’(X, R), let 
X* be the topological dual of X, (., . ): X* x X -+ R the canonical pairing, 
and dJ: X + X* the gradient of J. Moreover, let C be the system of closed 
subsets of X- 10) which are symmetric with respect to reflection at the 
origin (i.e., which satisfy -A = A) and, for every A E C, let Y(A) denote the 
genus of A. (For definition and properties of the genus see, e.g., [4], [S], 
or [ 131). The Ljusternik-Schnirelman levels c, of J are then defined by 
c, := ;;f sup J(u) (.i> 1). 
Y(A)>/ IdSA 
We assume 
(i) J is bounded below on X, J is even, and J(0) = 0; 
(ii) J satisfies the Palais-Smale condition. 
This means that if (u,,),> i is a sequence in X such that (J(u,,)),, is boun- 
ded and dJ(u,,) --f 0 strongly in X* as n + 30, then (u,,) has a subsequence 
which converges trongly in X. Finally, for some m E N we assume: 
(iii), There exists K E Z such that y(K) = m and SUP,~ K J(u) < 0. 
Under these assumptions it is clear that - cc < c, d c2 6 . . . d c, < 0. 
The main result of Clark [4] can now be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 2.1. Z~JE C’(X, R) satisfies hypotheses (i), (ii), (iii),for some 
rnE N, then there exist antipodal pairs (u,, - uj) of critical points of J such 
that J(u.~) = cj for 1 d j < m. 
In particular, if (iii), is satisfied for all m E N, then there exists a non- 
decreasing sequence (c,)~ B i of negative critical values of J. 
With respect o this sequence we prove: 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Jf J satixfies hypotheses (i), (ii), and (iii),,, ,for eoet-y 
m E N, then we have 
lim cj= 0. (2.1) I+ x 
Proof. Obviously the nondecreasing sequence (c;) converges to a num- 
ber c* ~0. Suppose c* < 0 and put C := {U ( J(u) = c*, dJ(u) = 0). Then 
CE Z’, and it follows from Theorem 2.1 and the Palais-Smale condition 
that C is nonempty and compact. Hence k := v(C) is finite; and there exists 
an open symmetric neighborhood U of C such that 0 c X- { 0) and 
y(8)=k. 
As usual, let us write 
J’ :=P(]-a, c]) (CE R). 
Note that J” EC for c < 0 and that c > cj implies y(F) 2 j, while c < c, 
implies y(F) <j by definition of the ci (j> 1). Now by the standard defor- 
mation lemma of Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory (cf. [4, 131, for example) 
there is E E 10, -c* [ such that .F’*+’ - U can be mapped into J”’ ” by an 
odd continuous operator, which implies 
Y(J*+x - U) < y(J”* -1:). 
Choose j such that c* -E < c,. Then we obtain 
Y(J” *+c)<y(Jc*+,. -U)+y(O)<y(J’* “)+k<,j+k<cc. 
But since c* + E > ci for all ja 1, y(J”*+‘:) must be infinite. This contradic- 
tion proves (2.1). 
3. APPLICATION TO ABSTRACT NONLINEAR EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 
In this section we present an abstract setting for the boundary value 
problems to be treated in the sequel. Roughly speaking, we consider the 
nonlinear eigenvalue problem 
T*Tu + F(u) = iu, (3.1) 
where T is a closed, densely defined linear operator in a real Hilbert space 
H, and F is a nonlinearity. However, since the variational approach leads 
to weak solutions (3.1) is not to be considered as an equation in H. 
Instead, we seek solutions of (3.1) in a certain dense subspace X of H 
which is equipped with an appropriate stronger norm 11 IIX, and both sides 
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of (3.1) are to be viewed as elements of the dual X* of the normed space 
(X, 1) 11 X). The self-adjoint Hilbert space operator L := T*T is needed only 
for its spectral properties. 
To describe the space X precisely, we need an auxiliary Banach space 
(Y, 1) /I ,,), of which we require 
(Sl ) Y is reflexive and continuously embedded in H. 
Denoting the norm of H by II )I, we therefore have 
Ilull G co II4 Y (3.2) 
for all u E Y, where co > 0 denotes the norm of the embedding. Moreover, 
the domain D, is a Hilbert space with respect o the graph norm II II T of T, 
which is defined by 
II4:= ll4’+ I/T4* 
(uED,). We then put X:= YnD, and define /I /IX by 
Il4$= ll4z,+ ll4: (UEX). 
It follows from (Sl) and the definitions that (X, II llX) is a wflexiue Banach 
space because X can be mapped isometrically onto a closed subspace of 
Y x D,. We further assume: 
(S2) The embedding X-+ H is compact. 
(S3) D,nX is dense in D, with respect to the graph norm of 
L=T*T. 
Clearly (S3) implies that ,I’ is dense in H. Hence the conjugate operator 
of the embedding X+ H is an embedding H + X*, so that we may con- 
sider all our spaces as linear subspaces of X*. The canonical pairing 
X* x X+ R’ then agrees with the scalar product of the real Hilbert space H 
on H x X, and we shall denote both pairings by (., .). About the non- 
linearity F we assume: 
(Nl) F is a continuous odd monotone gradient operator X-+ X* 
PJ2) lIF(~)llx8=~(I14x) as I141x+0 
(N3) If u,~-~u and 
(F(u,,)-F(u), u,,--u) -0, 
then u,, + ’ U. 
(Here “-” denotes weak convergence and “+” denotes strong con- 
vergence in the space indicated by the superscript.) 
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(N4) There are constants 6 > 0 and p > 2 such that 
(F(u), u> 26 Ilull”, 
for all u E X. 
These hypotheses are almost identical to those used in Sections 3 and 4 
of [3] (with the exception of (N4), which is formally stronger than the 
corresponding hypothesis (II, 3) from [3], but it is trivially verified in all 
relevant cases. Note also that X and Y are not required to be uniformly 
convex and that we do not need any counterpart of condition (III, 2) of 
C31). 
Denote by d> the potential functional of F which satisfies Q(O) = 0. We 
then have 
Q(u)= j’ (F(W), u) dt (3.3) 
0 
for all u E X, and it clearly follows from (N 1) that @ is convex, even, non- 
negative and of class C’ on X. For every A > 0 we now define a functional 
Jj.~ C’(X, (w) by 
* 
Jj.(U) :=f II TUl12 + ~(U)-5 IlUll (UEX). 
Then the equation dJ,(u) = 0 is obviously equivalent to 
T; T, u + F(u) = Au, (3.4) 
where T, denotes the bounded linear operator X + H induced by T, and 
T; : H + X* denotes its conjugate operator. Thus (3.4) is a precise for- 
mulation for the problem of finding the “weak solutions” of (3.1) in X. 
The assumptions (Sl )-( S3), (Nl )-(N4) entail some simple properties of 
J, which we now list for future reference. Here and in the sequel we use the 
notation 
h,(t) :=; P’-+jt2 (120). 
LEMMA 3.1. For every i > 0 we have 
(a) J,(u) 3 hj.( Ilull y) for euery u E X. 
(b) If Jj. is bounded above on u subset B of X, then B is bounded in the 
normed space X. 
(cl o-(U/CL> I is a sequence in X such that (Jj.(Uk))k is bounded ahooe, 
then (u~)~ possesses a subsequence which is weakly convergent in X. 
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Proof: (a) Let u E X. From (3.3) and (N4) we get 
and hence (3.2) yields 
for every A > 0, which is the desired result. 
(b) Suppose J,(u) 6 b for every u E B (1% >0 fixed). Since p > 2, we have 
lim ,-CC h,(t)= CO. Thus h,(lJuJI ,,)<J;.(u)< b implies that B is bounded in 
Y and hence bounded in H by (Sl ). Moreover, since CD > 0 we have 
for every u E B, which implies that II 7’ull remains bounded on B. Hence the 
result follows by definition of II JIX. 
Part (c) is an immediate consequence of (b) and a well-known theorem 
on reflexive Banach spaces. 
Let A* be the lowest point of the spectrum of the self-adjoint nonnegative 
operator L. To facilitate statement and proof of the main result of this sec- 
tion, we assume 
I.* =o, (3.5) 
which is no loss of generality since we may always replace T by the 
operator T := (L - I.*1)“2. We then have: 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose hypotheses (Sl)-(S3), (Nl)-(N4) CIS ulell as (3.5) 
are satisfied and let ~~(1~) be the Ljusternik-Schnirelman levels of J;, as 
defined in Section 2 (j E N, A > 0). 
(a) If I.* is an eigenvalue of L of multiplicity m, then for every 1, > 0, 
Eq. (3.4) has at least m distinct antipodal pairs (uj,j., -u,,;) of solutions such 
that 
Ci(i~) = J,(u,,,) < 0 (3.6) 
(1 6 j < m), and these solutions bifurcate from %* = 0 in the sense that 
lim Ui, j. = 0 (3.7) L-O+ 
strongly in X for every j. 
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(b) [f /.* belongs to the essential spectrum of’ L, then, ,for every> A> 0, 
Eq. (3.4) has an infinite sequence (u~,~., -uJia, of distinct solutions 
sati$fjing (3.6) and (3.7) ,for all j. Moreover, M’e have 
lim c,(i) = 0 (3.8) 
I-x 
for every A> 0. 
ProoJ: Fix % > 0, and let us verify conditions (i), (ii), (iii) from Sec- 
tion 2 for .I;.. Since h;. is bounded below on [0, CC [, it follows from Lem- 
ma 3.1(a) that (i) is satisfied. Next, in order to verify the Palais-Smale con- 
dition, consider a sequence (u~)~ in X such that (Jj.(Uk))k is bounded and 
dJ,(u,) + 0 strongly in X* as k -+ cc. Then by Lemma 3.1(c), (u~)~ has a 
subsequence (again denoted by (Us)) which tends to an element u E X 
weakly in X. Put 
h,, :=u/,-utl, u‘~ :=dJj(u,) 
for kEN. Then hk+XO, u’~+,,,*O, and hence (wk,hk)-+O and 
(dJ,(u), hk) --f 0. Moreover, (S2) implies that hk qH 0, i.e., llhkli + 0. 
Therefore, noting that ~1~ = T’, T, Us + F(uk) - i.u,, we obtain 
0 d 11 Tu, - Tull’ + (F( uk) - F(u), uk - u) 
= (w,, h,) - (dJ;.(u), hh) +A IlhJ]” -+O 
and hence I/ Thk/I -+ 0 as well as 
(F(Uk) - F(u), UI, - u) + 0. 
Thus we may apply (N3), which yields uk + Y U. The desired relation 
uk -*x u now follows from the definition of 11 11 x, and (ii) is established. 
Finally, note that because of assumption (S3) we have the result of 
Lemma 4.1 of [3]. Therefore we may choose an m-dimensional linear sub- 
space Z of X such that 
/lTu,l’Q; IIu1I’ (3.9) 
for every UE Z, where m is the multiplicity of I.* in case (a) and m is 
arbitrary in case (b). On the finite-dimensional space Z the norms induced 
by H and X are equivalent, hence (N2) implies IIF(u)ll = o( lIu\l) and further 
@(u)=o(~~u~/~) for z4+0 in Z. Putting S,:= {ufzZI (IuI/ =r), we may 
therefore choose r > 0 so small that 
@J(u) sz; Ilull (3.10) 
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for u E S,.. Combining (3.9) and (3.10), we find 
J;(u)<; /lul12+; Ilull’-; /IuI/2= -~r:r’<O 
for all u E S,. On the other hand, y(S,) = dim Z= m, as is well known. 
Hence (iii), is valid for all m in case (b), and in case (a) it is valid for the 
special m indicated there. This implies c,(E.) < 0 for j = l,..., m, and the 
existence assertions follow from Theorem 2.1, while (3.8) follows from 
Proposition 2.2. 
It remains to prove (3.7). Writing h,(t) = t2((6/p)t” - E,ci/2), where 
r~ := p - 2 > 0, we see that h,(t) < 0 implies t < (plc$26)“” =: C, 1.““. Now 
fix ja 1 such that solutions u;,;, E X satisfying (3.6) exist for every E, > 0. 
Then it follows from ~~(1~) < 0 and Lemma 3.1(a) that I~uj;,l~ ,, <C, i.““, and 
hence ujj, -+ YO as I +O+. By (Sl) this implies lim,,,, IIujill =O. 
To check the behaviour of 11 TujJ, we estimate 
and hence IITuj,I~ + 0 as 1 +O+, which yields (3.7). Thus the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 is complete. 
Of course one cannot expect that the solutions Uj,j. can always be selected 
so as to form continuous branches in A’. However, in Section 6 we shall 
meet a situation where this can actually be done, and for this the following 
two observations will be helpful: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. With the assumptions and notations of Theorem 3.2, 
consider a fixed ,j E N. We have 
(a) c,(L) is a continuous function of A, and 
(b) if we put uj,o := 0 and suppose that for every 1. > 0 we have selected 
a solution u~,~, satisfying (3.6) in such a way that {(A, uj,;,) I I > 0) is closed in 
[0, 00 [ x X, then the map IL + ui.j. is continuous from [0, cc [ to A’. 
Proof. Putting (T := p - 2 again, we have seen in the proof of (3.7) 
above that J,(U) < 0 implies ilull; < pkg/26, whence (3.2) yields 
Ilull d cj*“” (3.11) 
with a constant C > 0. Now, to prove part (a), consider 0 < A,, A2 <p < cc. 
We know that cj(A) < 0 for all A. Choosing E > 0 such that cj(;L2) + E < 0, we 
find a set KEC such that y(K) B j and J;,,(u) < cj(A2) + E for every UE K 
(notations as in Section 2). Thus (3.11) yields 
Ilull 6 CA;‘” d c/l”, 
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for ail u E K, and hence, observing that J;,(u) = J,?(u) + f(iUz - j.,) (Iu(( ‘, we 
obtain: 
C,(~~l)dSUpJj.,(u)bSUpJ;.~(u)+f I~*-~~, 1 C’~“” 
UEK utK 
d q(/z,) + E + + 11, -i, 1 C2p2’“. 
Since E can be chosen arbitrarily small, this implies 
But the roles of 1, and A2 may be interchanged in this argument, and hence 
we obtain a simiar estimate for Ici(Al)-cj(;12)l, from which assertion (a) 
clearly follows. 
To prove (b) consider a sequence (&)Xa, _c [0, co[ which tends to a 
limit &. If I,=O, the desired relation is just (3.7). Thus suppose that 
IV0 > 0. Then J,, satisfies the Palais-Smale condition, as we have seen in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2. Moreover, since Jj.l(Ui,ii) = ci(Ak) < 0, we can infer 
from (3.11) that 
J;.o(u,,;.,) < c,(i,) + gy” Il., - A() 
for all k, where p := supkZo E., < co. Hence the sequence (J,,(u~,~,~)), has the 
upper bound C2p2’0 + ’ and it is bounded below by virtue of Lemma 3.1 (a). 
Furthermore, dJi,(u,,,.,) = dJLl(U,,ii) + (Ak - A,)u~,~,~ = (Ak - &)u,,~.~, and from 
(3.11) and the continuous embedding H -+ X* it follows that 
II Uj,ir II x* f c*P “c7 (ka0) 
with a constant C* > 0. This implies II~J,.,(u~,~.,)// x  < C*p”” IA, - 1.,1 + 0 as 
k + co. Hence the Palais-Smale condition tells us that (u;,~.,)~ a , possesses a
strongly convergent subsequence. But since the graph of the map A + ui.,, is 
closed by assumption, the only possible limit for such a convergent sub- 
sequence is Ui,j,o. Hence we have ui,j.O =lim, _ r u~,~,~ strongly in X by a stan- 
dard lemma, and the proof is complete. 
Remark 3.4. For the particular boundary value problem considered by 
Benci and Fortunado in [2], they also proved 
lim II uj.2 II x = 0 (3.12) j- cc 
for every 1> 0. This result can be recovered in the present abstract setting 
under the additional assumption: 
(N5) (F(U), u) = 2@(u) implies u = 0. 
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To see this, note first that for fixed d > 0 the set of solutions u~,~ of (3.4) 
satisfying (3.6) is relatively compact by the Palais-Smale condition. But if u 
is the limit of any sequence of the form (Uj~,j.)k B 1, then u satisfies (3.4) and 
also 
J,(U) = 0 
by (3.8). By definition of J, this implies (F(u), u) = 2@(u) and hence u = 0 
by (N5). This clearly proves (3.12). 
A sufficient condition for (N5) is, e.g., 
(F(tu), u> < t(F(u), u> 
for u # 0, 0 < t < 1. In particular, (N5) is satisfied if F is homogeneous of 
order q > 1 and satisfies (N4). This is the case for the problems treated in 
[2,9], and Sections 6 and 7 of the present paper. 
4. APPLICATION To SEMILINEAR ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
In this section we apply Theorem 3.2 to essentially the same class of 
boundary value problems as that considered in [3], thus generalizing the 
existence and bifurcation results of Benci and Fortunado [2]. We consider 
the Dirichlet problem 
9u +f(x, u) = ilu (4.1) 
UI ac=o, u E L'(G) (4.2) 
on a domain G c R” (unbounded in general!), where dp is a second-order 
real linear elliptic differential operator of the form 
Yu := -V(P(x) Vu) + Q(x)u, 
and 2 > 0 is a parameter. About the coefficients of LY we assume that 
QEL”(G) and that P= (Pik)lG,,kGn is a symmetric matrix of bounded real 
Cl-functions P, such that, for some E > 0, we have 
j,k = 1 k=l 
for every CJ = (tl ,..., 5,) E R” and every x E G. Standard Hilbert space 
operator theory then tells us that in the Hilbert space H:=L2(G) the 
operator LZ’ has one and only one self-adjoint extension whose domain is 
contained in the Sobolev space Wk2(G). This extension is taken to be the 
operator L from Section 3. By adding a suitable constant to Q we arrange 
for (3.5) to hold. Then L 2 0, and hence L = T*T with T := L112. Moreover, 
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it follows from well-known operator theory that Wi2(G) is then precisely 
the domain of T. 
Next, the nonlinear term is assumed to be of the form 
.fk Y) = 61 Ax, 5) 4 (xEG,~~ER) (4.3) 
where g: G x [w -+ [w satisfies: 
(Gl) g is continuous on G x Iw, g(x, -q) = g(x, 9) for every x E G, 
q E 08 and there exist constants c > 0, 6 > 0 and a continuous function 
u’: G -+ [0, cc [ such that 
g(x, r) 2 Wx) MU (4.4) 
for all xEG, q~iW, and 
We put Y := LP(G, w dx) with p := cr+ 2 (i.e., Y is the space of all 
measurable functions u on G such that [lull “y := lG. Iuj p u’ dx < co). 
Following the procedure of Section 3, we then put X := Y n W;‘(G). As a 
general type of growth restriction off we assume: 
(G2) There exist continuous functions g, : G x [w -+ [0, m[ and 
Q: [0, cc [ + [0, cc [ such that Q(0) = 0 and 
&?(x, rl)bdx) Ida+ g,b, VI 
for every x E G, ye E [w as well as 
(4.6) 
s g,(x, h(x)) IQ) 4x11 dxdQ(ll~llx) Mx ll4l.x G 
for any h, u, v E X. (Examples and sufficient criteria for (G2) are given in 
C31). 
Under these assumptions the nonlinear term in (4.1) defines an operator 
F: X -+ X* in the obvious way, and conditions (Sl ), (S2), (Nl )-(N4) are 
satisfied, as follows from arguments given in Section 5 of [3]. However, 
additional regularity assumptions are needed to ensure (S3), and various 
possibilities for this have been discussed in [3]. Let us single out the 
following hypotheses: 
(R 1) For some integer m > n/4 the domain G is of class C*“’ (in the 
sense of Agmon [l, Sect. 9]), and the functions P, (j, k = l,..., n) have 
bounded continuous derivatives in G up to order 2m - 1, and 
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(R2) the function equal to w on G and to 0 an R” - G is locally 
integrable. Thus it is clear from the material in [3] that Theorem 3.2 is 
applicable to problem (4.1), (4.2) if conditions (Gl), (G2), (Rl), (R2) are 
satisfied, and hence we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Consider problem (4.1), (4.2), and suppose the data satisfy 
(Gl ), (G2), (Rl ) and (R2). Then all assertions of Theorem 3.2 hold true for 
problem (4.1), (4.2) in place of (3.4). 
Note that the solutions uin of (4.1), (4.2) given by this theorem lie in 
W$2(G) by construction. As indicated in [3], Holder continuity of the data 
and an additional growth restriction on f permit the application of elliptic 
regularity theory, so that the uij. turn out to be classical solutions in this 
case. 
5. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Let us continue our discussion of boundary value problems by consider- 
ing some special features of the case n = 1. The domain G is then an open 
interval, and we restrict our attention to G := 10, co[, the generalizations 
to other intervals being obvious. The problem to be treated thus reads: 
for t > 0, and 
-(P(t)u’)‘+Q(t)u+f(t,u(t))=E,u (5.1) 
u(0) = 0, u E L2(0, a), (5.2) 
where Q E C’(c), P E C’(G) are bounded, P(t) 2 PO > 0 for all t b 0, and f 
can be written in the form (4.3) with a continuous g: G x R + [w such that 
g(t, .) is even for every t 3 0. 
Roughly speaking, the first main result of this section says that the asser- 
tions of Theorem 4.1 remain valid when the estimate (4.6) is required only 
locally near 9 = 0. To be specific, we retain assumption (Gl), construct the 
spaces Y and X as in Section 4, and replace (G2) by the weaker 
assumption 
(G2’) g(t, r)<w(t)Q,(lvl)+g,(t, rl)for every (1, rl)~GxR where 
Sz,: [0, a[ -+ [0, co[ is nondecreasing and such that lim sup 52,( y)y-” 
< 00, and g, is as in (G2). .r+o+ 
Moreover, assumption (Rl) is dropped, and (R2) boils down to 
(R2’) jtwdt<co for b>O. 
Using [3, Sect. 61, it is an easy matter to verify that conditions 
505/66/2-9 
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(Sl )( S3), (NI ))(N4) hold for the problem under consideration, provided 
(Gl ), (G2’) and (R2’) are satisfied. Moreover, the solutions guaranteed by 
Theorem 3.2 are classical by a standard theorem of the Calculus of 
Variations. Thus we obtain 
THEOREM 5.1. Consider problem (5.1), (5.2), and suppose conditions 
(Gl), (G2’) and (R2’) are satisfied. Then all assertions of Theorem 3.2 hold, 
and the Uj,j. are classical solutions of (5.1), (5.2). 
Remarks 5.2. (a) Note that relation (3.7) implies uj,;(t) + 0 as 1, -+ O+ 
uniformly on [0, co [ for every fixed j. This follows from Proposition 6.1 of 
c31. 
(b) In general condition (N4) fails when (Gl ) is replaced by a “local 
version” as was done in Section 6 of [3] and Section 5 of [8]. It is an 
interesting open question to what extent (Gl ) resp. (N4) can be relaxed in 
the unconstrained case. 
Another special feature of the one-dimensional case is the possibility of 
investigating the nodal structure of the solutions, as was done for the con- 
strained problem in [S]. To avoid new technicalities, we specialize to the 
equation considered in [S], i.e., we take P E 1 and assume that f and g are 
defined and continuous on all e x 1w, so that we are dealing with the dif- 
ferential equation 
-u”+Q(t)~+f(t,u)=l.u (5.3) 
on I := G = [0, cc [. Accordingly, we replace (R2’) by 
(R2”) w has a continuous extension to I. 
Finally, we add the crucial hypothesis of “superlinearity”: 
(SL) For every t E I the function 9 + q ~ ‘f( t, q) is strictly increasing 
on 10, co[. 
In the remainder of this section we consider a fixed ;L > 0, and so we 
drop i from the notations. Thus the functional corresponding to (5.3), (5.2) 
is given by 
J(u):=+ jOK (uf2-Au2)dt+ jO= Qu2dt+ jox j;“),f(t,q)dqdt (5.4) 
for UE X, and (ci),>, denotes the sequence of its Ljusternik-Schnirelman 
levels. As in [8], we also consider a “dual” variational principle and define 
b,:= sup inf J(U) (j2 11, 
ZEj, UEB(Z) 
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where sj denotes the set of all finite increasing sequences 
o=to<t,< ... <t,_,<t,=oO 
with m < j, and, for everyZo sj, the set B(Z) c X is given by 
B(Z) := {uEXJ u(t)=0 for all tEZ}. 
Note, however, that due to the absence of the constraint I(u(I = const the 
minimization problem pertaining to a fixed partition Z = {t,, t, ,..., t,,,} can 
now be rewritten in the simpler form used by Coffman [6] and Hempel 
[lo]. Specifically, if we define functionals .I: for 0 d a < b G 00 by (5.4) with 
the integrals over [0, cc [ replaced by integrals over [a, b[, then we 
evidently have 
inf J(U)= 2 inf J;;-,(u), 
ueB(Z) kc, uexh 
where X, := I%‘;‘( ]tk- r, tk[) n Y (k = l,..., m), and the existence and uni- 
queness (up to sign) of the solutions of the minimization problem on each 
of the ]tkp r, tk[ is well known (cf. [6, 9, lo] and the references therein). 
Also we know (e.g., from Theorem 5.1) that the minimizing solution on the 
unbounded interval It, _, , t,[ is not the trivial one, and hence the 
minimum of J on B(Z) is certainly not attained at u E 0. 
Our main result on nodal properties is a complete analogue of 
Theorem 4.2 of [S]. It reads: 
THEOREM 5.3. Consider problem (5.3), (5.2), and suppose that hypotheses 
(Gl ), (R2”) and (SL) are satisfied. Then, for every j E N we have 
(a) bj=cj, 
(b) cj+ I>c,, 
(c) there exists a solution uj~X-- (0) qf (5.3), (5.2) such that 
J(uj) = cj and ui has precisely j- 1 different interior zeroes, 
(d) ifu~X- (0) IS a solution of (5.3), (5.2) such that J(u)>cj, then 
u has at least j different interior zeroes. 
We do not give a detailed proof of this theorem, for the arguments 
leading up to the main result of [8] carry over to the present situation 
after trivial modifications. The essential point is to study the maps U,, 
where, for every sign distribution c1= (a,,..., a,) E { + 1, - 1 }j and every 
nondecreasing sequence O=t,<t,< ... <t,=co, the function 
U,(t, ,..., tj- r ) E X- { 0 > is defined by requiring that 
Ux(tl,...r tj-I)I]fk-~,rk[ =clkok (1 ,<k< j) 
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whenever ]tk ~~, , tk[ # a, with vk being the unique nonnegative function in 
Wi’( ]fk , , tk[) n Y that minimizes J;; ~, The most severe technical 
problem concerning the maps U, is to prove their continuity with respect 
to the norm topology of X. Such a continuity proof was given by Coffman 
in [6] for the case of a compact interval I. For our present singular case, 
one may either generalize Coffman’s proof or follow the procedure of [S], 
where similar maps corresponding to the constrained problem have been 
treated. (Note that Lemma 3.6 of [8] immediately yields an analogous 
lemma for J in place of Y, and the proofs of Lemma 3.7 and 
Proposition 3.8 of [8] can be mimicked, using Lemma 3.1(b), (c) of the 
present paper along with the compact embedding X-+ L’(Z) whenever the 
constraint llull = R was employed in [8].) Since we know that Clark’s ver- 
sion of Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory is available for the functional J on 
X, it is also clear that the arguments from Section 4 of [S] may be repeated 
in the present situation, and hence Theorem 5.3 can be established. 
Remark 5.4. For part (b) of Theorem 5.3 there is a very simple and 
elegant alternative proof based on an idea of Coffman [S]. One merely 
observes that the map u -+ u’(0) is odd and continuous on the set K, of 
critical points in J- ‘(c,), and that it has no zeroes on K, due to the well- 
known uniqueness of solutions of the initial value problem for (5.3) with 
initial values u(0) = u’(0) = 0. Hence y(K,) = 1, and c, + , = c, would con- 
tradict the standard multiplicity theorem of Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory. 
6. APPLICATION To BIFURCATION THEORY 
Let us now return to our original problem, i.e., the equation 
-ufl+w(t) lul”u=h4 (6.1) 
on the interval I := [0, co [ together with the boundary conditions 
u(0) = 0, u E L2( I). (6.2) 
As in [9], we assume e > 0, w E C’(Z), w(t) > 0 for every t E Z, and finally 
(L) w -‘w’ is nondecreasing on Z, and 
(E) w’(t,)>O for some ~,EZ. 
These hypotheses will be in jbrce throughout this section. 
It was already observed in [9] that these assumptions imply (4.5) (for 
G = 10, co[ ), and hence our problem satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.3. 
In order to exploit these theorems for the study of the bifurcation 
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diagram of (6.1), (6.2) we have to introduce some new notation. In [9] 
Eq. (6.1) was considered together with the initial conditions 
u(0) = 0, u’(0) = r (6.3) 
for arbitrary 5 > 0, and the unique inextensible solution of this initial value 
problem was denoted by u(., 5, A). Let N(t, A) be the number of distinct 
interior zeroes of u(., r, A) and put 
Q,,(A) :=sup@O / N(& A)>n) 
for I? 2 0. Finally, let Q(A) be the set of r > 0 such that u(., <, A) is defined 
on all of Z and belongs to L*(Z) (and hence to X, as was proved in [9]), 
and write 
QJi) := (5 E Q(A) I N((, A) = n - 1) 
for n 3 1. Then it is clear from [9] that N(5, A) is monotonely non- 
increasing and continuous from the right as a function of 5 > 0. Thus 
Q,,(n) = Q(J-) n CQ,,(J.), Q,,.- ,(j-I, 
and it was already remarked in [9] that Q,,(A) # 0 iff G?,,(A) < 52,_ 1(A) iff 
G,,(1) E Q,(A). Hence Theorem 5.3 yields the following improvement of the 
results of [9, Sect. 31. 
COROLLARY 6.1. For every ,I > 0 and every n E N we have 
(4 Q,,@) E Q#L 
(b) Q,,(l) < Q,r- i(i), 
(c) Q,(l) has no cluster point in [Q,(i), Q,,- ,(A)[. 
In particular the “preferred solution” 
un,j. := 4.7 Q,f(A), n) (6.4) 
has precisely n - 1 distinct interior zeroes, and consequently the additional 
assumptions mentioned in Remark 3.9(b) and Theorem 4.2(b) of [9] are 
not actually needed. 
The elementary shooting method from [9] yields a special system of 
solutions, namely the U”,j. given by (6.4). On the other hand, the variational 
method yields the special solutions described by Theorem 5.3(c). Better 
insight in the bifurcation diagram of (6.1), (6.2) is gained by interrelating 
the two methods, and this can be done by studying Jj.(u(., 5, A)) as 5 ranges 
through Q(A). In this direction we have the following result: 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let no N, A>O, t(, [j~Q(k), and Q,,(A)<cc</I< 
Q,,+ ,(A). Then J,(u(‘, ~1, A)) > J;(u(‘, p, A)). 
Before we embark on the rather lengthy proof of this theorem, let us 
explore its benefits. First of all, it yields a uniqueness result which shows 
that the two types of special solutions mentioned above are actually iden- 
tical: 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let n E N and 2. > 0 be arbitrary. Then the set sf 
functions VEX such that J,(v) = c,,(A) and v is a solution of (6.1) (6.2) 
having precisely n - 1 distinct interior zeroes consists exactly of v = u,,,; and 
v= -u n,L .
Proof Let S denote the set in question. We know from Theorem .5.3(c) 
that S # @. Now consider an arbitrary v E S. Passing to - v if necessary, we 
may assume that < := v’(0) > 0. Then 5 E Q,,(j”) by definition, and hence 
5 > sZ,,(,I). Thus Theorem 6.2 implies 
C,ft3-) = J;.(V) G Jj.(",l.j.) 6 c,,W, 
the last inequality being due to Theorem 5.3(d) and the known fact that 
N(Q,,(,I), A)=n- 1 (cf. Corollary6.1). Hence Ji(u,,,;)=c,,(3.), i.e., z+.ES. 
Applying Theorem 6.2 once more, we see that [ = a,,(j.) and hence v = u,,,;.. 
Thus we have S = {u,,,;, , -u,,,;.}, as asserted. 
Since in many situations uniqueness implies continuous dependence on 
parameters, we may expect to obtain a continuous dependence result from 
Corollary 6.3. Such a result was proved in [9] (Theorem 4.2) under the 
additional assumption that )v’ 30 on 1. However, this assumption is not 
needed, as we shall now see: 
COROLLARY 6.4. For every n E N, the map 2 + u,!,;, (with u,,,~ := 0) is 
continuous from [0, co [ to X, and the map Q,,: 10, CD[ -+ 10, CD[ is also 
continuous. 
Proof: The second assertion follows from the first. For, if v is a solution 
of (6.1), (6.3) and he C’(Z) is such that h E 1 on [0, $1 and h ~0 on 
[l, co[, then 
5 = -(v’(l) h(l)-v’(0) h(0)) = j; (k-w lvi”v)h dt - j; v’h’ dt, 
from which our claim becomes evident by taking v = u,,,~, and remembering 
that X is continuously embedded in Wk2(I). 
To prove the first assertion we only have to verify the assumptions of 
Proposition 3.3(b). Let us therefore consider a sequence (Ak)ka r such that 
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the limits A0 := lim, _ cLI 1, and v := lim, _ o. u,.~.~ exist. In case A, = 0 there 
is nothing to prove by (3.7). Hence suppose A0 > 0. Since the left-hand side 
(resp. the right-hand side) of (6.1) defines a continuous operator X+X* 
(resp. R! xX+X*), it is clear that v is a weak solution of (6.1) (6.2) with 
A = A,. But then it is also a classical solution by a standard regularity 
theorem (see, e.g., [7]), and hence u’(O)#O. On the other hand, the con- 
vergence in the norm of X implies uniform convergence on I (cf. [3], 
Proposition 6.1). These two facts imply that v’(0) > 0 and that v has at 
most n - 1 distinct interior zeroes. However, since J,(U) depends con- 
tinuously on (A, U) E R x X, we have 
where we have also invoked Corollary 6.3 and Proposition 3.3(a), and 
therefore it follows from Theorem 5.3(b), (d) that v has at least n - 1 dis- 
tinct interior zeroes. Thus it turns out that J,,(u) = c,,(&), that u’(O) >O, 
and that the number of zeros of the solution v is exactly n - 1. But then 
Corollary 6.3 tells us that necessarily v = u,~,~.~, which completes the proof. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 6.2. We 
begin with a purely integration-theoretic lemma, in which I := [0, CG [, as 
before. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let L := ]a, /?[ he a nonempty open interval, 5: L + I a 
function of class C’, G := ((r(t), 5) 1 [EL), f: G + 10, a[ continuous, and 
suppose 
(i) lim,,8p r(r)= +cc, 
(ii) A :=Jf ~‘(t)f(t(t), t) & exists as an improper integral, and 
(iii) zf~<r,<rz<Bandt(5,)=z(5*)=:t, thenf(t,5,)<f(t,5*). 
Then it follows that A > 0. 
Proof: The proof, although based on a very simple idea, is rendered 
quite technical by complications due to the fact that the set of critical 
points of r may be an arbitrary closed subset of L. We divide the proof into 
several steps. 
Step 1. Put E’ :={~ELI kY(4)>0}, N:=(<EL[?(~)=O} and 
C’ := E’ nz-‘(z(N)). We claim that the C’ are sets of measure zero. To 
see this, note first that z(C’) E r(N) and that r(N) is a set of measure zero 
by Sard’s theorem (see, e.g., [ 151). Denoting the characteristic function of 
a set B by xB, as usual, we therefore have 
0~j~cM d5G jx,ccqW)l I~‘(01 &= jx~cc+ldt=O 
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and hence J xc-? /r’/ d4 = 0, which implies that the integrand vanishes 
almost everywhere. But since C’ E E’, we have 7’( <) # 0 for every 5 E C’. 
Hence xc+ vanishes almost everywhere, which proves our claim. 
Step 2. Now consider a compact subinterval L,, = [cc,, /IO] of L such 
that 
and let us introduce the sets 
N, := L,n N, E$ := E’ n L, and II’ := E’ n (]a,, /lo[ -7 ‘(r(N,))). 
Since 5’ is continuous, N, is obviously compact, and the E’ are open. 
Moreover, it follows that t(N,) is compact, hence r~‘(r(N,)) is closed, 
and we finally see that the D’ are open in R. Furthermore, Ez - D’ 
is of measure zero, for Ez - D* z E$ n (TV’(r(N,)) u {cY~, /I,}) G 
C’ u {cc,, p,}, so that the result follows from Step 1. 
Step 3. We construct an injective Cl-map 0: D -+ D+ having the 
additional properties 
7(@(5)) = 7(4) (6.6) 
and 
Q(5) > 5 (6.7) 
for every <ED-. To this end, consider <ED-, put t :=7(t), t, :=7(jo), 
and note that t < t, by (6.5), because we have 5 > r0 and r’(t) < 0 by 
definition of D-. Hence, again using r’(t) < 0, we see that the set 
T(t) := 7 l(f) f-l IL POC 
is nonempty and, in fact, has a minimum. Define 
O(t) := min T(5). 
From this definition (6.6) and (6.7) clearly follow, and moreover we obtain 
IL WOE n 7-‘(t) = 0. (6.8) 
This implies that 0 is one-to-one. For, if q E DP is such that Q(q) = O(t), 
we may assume q > t without loss of generality, and then we have 
5 < r] < O(5) by (6.7) and r(q) = t by (6.6), which contradicts (6.8). 
Next, we show that [ := O(t) ED+. We have txO < [ < p0 by construction 
and [ $ zP’(z(N,)) by (6.6). In particular, [+! N, and hence r’(c) ~0. In 
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case r’(c) < 0, the continuity of T would imply that z attains the value t in 
]& [[, which again contradicts (6.8). Therefore t’(i) > 0, hence c E D+. 
Finally, we have to show that 0 is continuously differentiable. Consider 
to ED- and co := O(t,,) E D'. Then we know that 
and that D+, Dp are open (cf. Step 2). Thus, by the implicit function 
theorem there exists an open connected neighborhood U c D ~ of to and a 
Cl-function v which maps U onto an open connected neighborhood 
VG D + of [,, in such a way that v(I$~) = co and, for every 5 E U, the 
equation r(t) = r(q) has the unique solution r = v(t) in V. Clearly we are 
done if we can exhibit an open neighborhood U, G U of 5” on which 0 
agrees with the Cl-function v. For this, put s0 := r(t,,), choose 4, E U, <, E V 
such that <0<4,<[,<&,, t(<,)<~ and r(<,)<s,, and put 
s, := max s(r). 
<l<i<il 
Then s, < s0 by (6.8), and hence 
u, := UnT-‘(Is,, a[) 
is an open neighborhood of &,. Now, for < E U. and t := t(t), the equation 
r(q) = t has the unique solution q = r in U since z is strictly decreasing 
there, it has the unique solution q := v(l) in V by definition of v, and it has 
no solution in [r,, [,I since t>s,. 
On the other hand, the intervals U, [l,, [,I, V cover [to, co]. This 
implies that indeed 
v(t) =min r(l) = O(l) 
for every 5 E U,, as desired. Thus 0 has in fact all the desired properties. 
Step 4. The function 0 just constructed will now be used to estimate 
integrals. We set 
g(5) := T’(Of($5)? 5) 
for 5 E L. Now consider a closed subinterval L, = [cr, , /I,] of L, such that 
q<c~, <B, <Do and 
We claim that in this case we have 
(6.10) 
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In particular, if there is to E L, such that T( to) < t(/jo), then we may choose 
x, = /I, = to and obtain 
c /h g d( > 0. W (6.11) 
To prove (6.10) consider the sets M:=L,-L,, 0: :=D’nM, 
ET := E’ n M, and the integrals 
A’ := 
As is readily checked using (6.6) and (6.9), we have O( D, ) c D,f. 
Moreover, Ef - Df = (E: - D * ) n M is a set of measure zero (cf. Step 2). 
Finally, note that g vanishes on N by the definitions. Thus we have 
and hence (6.10) is equivalent to A + > A 
Since SF; z’(r) dt = r(/Io) - z(fi,) > 0 by (6.9), it follows from Step 2 that 
0: has positive measure and hence A + > 0. This remark establishes (6.10) 
in the case that D, = @. However, if D,~ # $3, then it has positive 
measure, because it is open. Moreover, (6.7) yields 
T’(t) = T’(@(t)) @‘to 
onD , and (6.6), (6.7) together with assumption (iii) imply 
.f’(T(@(t)h @(t))>.f’(T(th 5) 
on D . Using these facts along with @(Dr ) c 0: and the substitution rule, 
we obtain the following crucial estimate: 
A+3 
i‘ I~‘(i)l f’(T(ih i) 4 eco,~ ) 
=s b’(t)1 .f(~(@(OL @([I) 4 D,- 
> s IT’(t)1 f $t), 0 4= A -9 “  
which implies (6.10). 
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Step 5. To complete the proof, we have to consider two cases. First, 
suppose that T remains bounded from above near tx. Then pick y EL and 
Put 
fk := k + sup r(r) 
z<;<; 
for all integers k 3 0. By assumption (i) it makes sense to define 
flk:=min{l>r 1 r(t)=r,} 
(k >O), and the sequence (fllr) is strictly increasing and tends to /I as 
k + co, since z remains bounded on compact subsets of L. Moreover, each 
interval Lk := [/YI- , , bk] (k> 1) satisfies (6.5) as well as 
and hence Step 4 tells us that (6.11) is valid for every L,. This clearly 
implies 
by assumption (ii). Moreover, for 0~ 6 -=c /IO- E the interval 
L, := [a + 6, PO] clearly satisfies (6.5), so either r is constant on L,j or 
(6.11) holds for L,. In any case assumption (ii) implies 
whence the assertion A > 0. 
Secondly, suppose that 5 is not bounded from above in any right-sided 
neighborhood of a. Again pick y E L and define the sequence (PA) as before, 
but with t, := k + r(y). Moreover, it now makes sense to define 
Hk :=max{tdy 1 t(t)=/,}, 
and the sequence (elk) is strictly decreasing and tends to u as k + co. Con- 
sider the increasing sequence of compact intervals L, := [Q, pk] and the 
integrals 
for k 3 1. It is readily checked that 
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for every k, and hence (6.9) is satisfied if we take (L, , L, + , ) in place of 
(L,, L,,). Thus A,, , > A, by (6.10). Moreover, for k = 1 we have (6.5) and 
T(Y) < f, = r(p, ). Hence A, > 0 by (6. I1 ), and now assumption (ii) yields 
A= lim A,>A,>O, 
k- I 
as asserted. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.5. 
Proqf of Theorem 6.2. The parameter i > 0 will remain fixed 
throughout the proof, and we shall henceforth omit it from all notations. In 
particular, we write o,, :=52,,(i). We give the proof for odd n, the case of 
even n being completely analogous except for trivial sign changes. Also, we 
assume n 3 2 since for n = 1 there is nothing to prove because of the well- 
known uniqueness of the positive solution of (6.1), (6.2) (cf. [9] and the 
references therein). Finally, Q n [r, /?I is finite by Corollary 6.1(c), and 
hence it is no loss of generality to assume that x, /I are two consecutive 
points of Q in [w,,, o,,~~, [, i.e., 
QnI~,BC=G3 (6.12) 
which will be assumed in the sequel. Recall from [9] that the zeroes of 
u(., <) can be written as an increasing sequence 
O<.U,(()<.Y,(()< ..’ 
with sfrictfj, increasing C’-functions .Y~: 10, wk[ + I. Put ug := u(., 2) and 
uo := u(., p). 
We shall now construct a curve in X which joins u0 to u0 and on which 
the behavior of the functional J can be analysed. To this end, note first that 
u(t, t)>O for w,,<<<uI,, , and t>.~,, ,(<) since n is assumed to be odd. 
Moreover, we have uO( t) > t+,(t) for t > x,, , (8) (cf. [9, Lemma 3.81). 
Hence, if u < 5 </I, it is impossible that u(t, 4) < u,,(t) for every t > x,, ,(t), 
since 5 4 Q by (6.12): Thus there exists t,,>.u,, ,(4) such that 
u(t,,, 0 = u,(t,) (6.13) 
and t, is uniquely determined by an elementary comparison theorem for 
Eq. (6.1) (cf. [X, Prop. 2.1 I). Write t, = r(r) and put 
h(t, 5) := 
1 
4t> 4) for T(5)2t>O, 
%(t) for tar((). 
Since USE X, it is clear that h(., 5) E X for every 4 E ]a, fl[, and hence we 
can define a function G: ]a, /?[ -+ Iw by 
(35) := J(h(., 4)). 
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Next, let us try to differentiate G. We write 
uI .-au au 
'-at' z :=z 




and that z(., 5) satisfies the linearized problem corresponding to (6.1) 
(6.3), so that in particular 
z(O, <)=O (6.15) 
for every t > 0. Now for IX < 5 < /II the implicit function theorem is evidently 
applicable to Eq. (6.13), because u’(r(t), 5) - ub(r(t)) #O by the uni- 
queness of the solution of the initial value problem for Eq. (6.1). Hence 
r E C’, and we have the relation 
z(45), 5) = (uh(r(t)) - u’(et)t a)$ (El. (6.16) 
Furthermore, introducing the special data of Eq. (6.1) into (5.4) and taking 
into account the definition of h, we see that we can express G in the form 
G(t)=F(t(<), i”)+J(u,)-F(s(t)> ~1, 
where F is defined by 
(6.17) 
for l> 0, t > 0. Clearly F is of class C’, and hence so is G. To compute the 
derivatives. note first that 
; (Oh 5)-Q& a,,l,=,,,,=~(u’(r(r-). ir)2-ub(M)2) (6.18) 
for c( < ?j < fi by (6.13). The differentiation with respect to 5 can be 
performed under the integral sign using (6.14). We then eliminate z’ 
using integration by parts and (6.15). Noting that the remaining integral 
vanishes by (6.1), we finally obtain the simple result 
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and hence (6.16) implies 
(6.19) 
the arguments being the obvious ones. Combining (6.17), (6.18) and (6.19) 
(and again omitting the arguments r resp. t = r(t)), we obtain 
Putting 
.f’(t, 0 := (u’(t, 0 -4,(f))‘, 
we can rewrite this result in the form 
for cr<<,<5r<p. 
It will be proved below that 
lim G(t 
i-9+ 
)=J(u,,) (6.21 ) 
and 
lim G(5 
< - /I 
1 =J(oo) (6.22) 
(6.20) 
and hence, combining (6.20) (6.21) and (6.22), we see that Theorem 6.2 
follows from Lemma 6.5 provided the assumptions of that lemma can be 
verified for the present functions ,f and T. 
In order to prove (6.21), (6.22) we consider the functional 0 (notation as 
in Section 3) corresponding to the nonlinear term in (6.1) i.e., 




o' y2 dt 
(cf. [9, Lemma 3.5]), and from this one infers 
J(y)= +#qy). (6.23) 
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For h(., 4) we can proceed in the same way, carrying out the integration by 
parts separately on the intervals [0, r(t)] and [z(t), cc [. The result is 
c(i)=; uo(r(5))(ut(z(5), 5)- dJ(z(t))) -4 @(ht.> 5)). (6.24) 
Now let 5 tend to c(. Then h(t, 5) + u,(t) uniformly on compact subsets 
of I by the elementary theory of initial value problems, and 
0 < h(t, 5) < u,(t) for every t > x,, ,(/3), 5 E ICC, /I[, as we have seen earlier 
in the proof. Hence the Dominated Convergence Theorem yields 
@(ht.> 5)) + @(U”). 
Clearly, then, (6.21) will follow from (6.23) and (6.24) once we have 
shown that 
lim (u’(r(O, 4)-4(s(ir)))=O, (6.25) 6’3+ 
because we know that u,) is bounded. 
To prove (6.25) consider the energy function E defined by 
This function has already been studied in Section 3 of [9], and it was 
proved there that 
8E 1 -= -- 
(7t 
11.’ I UI 1’. 
P 
Thus, if y is an L’-solution of (6.1 ), (6.3) we have 
(6.26) 
since we know that E(t, 4) + 0, as t + cc whenever l E Q (cf. [9, 
Lemma 3.51). By definition the right-hand side of (6.26) is an improper 
integral, but assumptions (L) and (E) imply that by’(t) > 0 for all large t, 
and hence the integral actually exists in the Lebesgue sense. A similar 
reasoning shows that we have 
(6.27) 
for a < 5 < fl, where 
R(t) := 2(E(dO, t) - E(t(t)> a)), 
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and where the right-hand side is again a Lebesgue integral. Letting < + s( 
and invoking the Dominated Convergence Theorem as before, we thus 
conclude from (6.26), (6.27) that 
lim R(5) = 0. (6.28) 
c-2+ 
Now let E > 0 be given. Since u;(t) -+O as r--t cc ([9, Lemma 3.51) we 
can choose T > 0 so large that lub(t)l < s/3 for every t 3 T. Moreover, by 
the standard theory of initial value problems u’(., r) tends to ub uniformly 
on [0, T] as 5 + x +. Thus choose 6, > 0 such that 
lu’(t, 5)- uh(t)l <E 
for c1< 5 < tl + 6, and 0 d t 6 T. By (6.28) we can choose 6, > 0 such that 
[R(t)1 <E~/S for cr<t<cr+6,. Consider (~]a, a+min(6,, S,)[. Then, if 
z(t)< T, the choice of 6, shows that 
lu’(t(ir), 0 - 43(45))1 <E. (6.29) 
However, if t(4) > T, note that R(t) = u’(r(t), t)‘- u;,(r([))" by (6.13), 
and hence the choices of T and 6, imply lub(r(<)l <s/3 as well as 
lu'(t(t), [)I <s/2, because 
Thus we again obtain (6.29), and (6.25) is established. This completes the 
proof of (6.21). The proof of (6.22) is similar. Note that /r(., 4) + I:,, 
uniformly on compact subsets of I as < + /I-, and that 0 < u,,(t) < h(t, 5) < 
uo(t) for all large t, c( < 5 <B, so that (6.23), (6.24) (6.26), (6.27) and the 
Dominated Convergence Theorem can again be invoked. Clearly (6.20), 
(6.21) and (6.22) imply that the improper integral A from Lemma 6.5 
exists. The fact that 
for every T > 0 together with uO( z) < z+(t) for t 3 x,, , (,!?) evidently implies 
r(t)--+ cc as 5 -+j%. Thus conditions (i) and (ii) from Lemma 6.5 hold 
true, and it remains to verify condition (iii). 
Thus consider t,, tr such that !I<{, <t2<p and T((,)=T((~)=: t,. 
Clearly u’(t, , t,) > ub(t,) (i = 1, 2), and hence it follows from the definition 
of ,f that we have to prove 
u’(t,,<,)<u’(t,,52). (6.30) 
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Since both u(., <,) and u(., r2) are solutions of (6.1) it is clear that 
u’(t,, tl)2u’(tl, 4J. Now suppose ~‘(t,, t,)>u’(t,, 5J. Then 4~ t,)< 
u(t,t;,) for t<t, close to t,. On the other hand, x,~,(<,)<x,-,(~~)< 
~(5~) = t, implies u(x,- ,(r2), t2) =O<u(x,- l(<z), l,), and hence there 
exists t0~]~,,_,(52), t,[ such that u(t,, t,)=~(f~, rr). Thus on the interval 
[to, r,] the functions u(., 5;) (i = 1, 2) are two positive solutions of (6.1) 
which agree at both endpoints. Hence they must agree on all of [to, r, ] (cf. 
[S, Prop. 2.1 I), which is absurd. Thus we have (6.30) and the proof of 
Theorem 6.2 is complete. 
7. ON OSCILLATION AND UNIQUENESS 
It was seen in [9] that condition (L) implies the following uniqueness 
property (holding for any 3. > 0): 
(U) For every a 3 0, h > a, and every 17 E N Eq. (6.1) has at most one 
solution u such that u(a) = u(h) = 0, u’(a) > 0 and such that u has exactly 
n- 1 zeroes in ]a, h[. 
Property (U) can be used to study the bifurcation diagrams 
corresponding to boundary value problems associated with the differential 
equation, and this has been done in several cases (cf. [9] for details and 
references). 
In the present section we still consider (6.1), but we drop assumptions 
(E) and (L). Instead, we assume conditions that ensure the applicability of 
the variational techniques from Sections 3 and 5 in a natural way. We first 
derive a nonoscillation result directly from condition (U). This result 
clearly applies when (L) and (E) are satisfied. 
THEOREM 7.1. Consider Eq. (6.1) with 0 > 0, j. > 0, M’ positive, continuous 
and satisfying (4.5) (with G = 10, GO [ ). Moreover, suppose W(Z) 3 u’~ > 0 for 
every t > 0. If in addition (U) holds, then there is no nontrivial solution qf 
(6.1) having infinitely many zeroes. 
Proof Since 1, is fixed, we again suppress it in the notations. Let us first 
examine some consequences of condition (U). We again denote the 
solution of (6.1), (6.3) by u(., 0, and we denote by A,, the set of 5 > 0 such 
that u( t, 5) has at least n zeroes for t > 0. Then for every n E N we have 
A,, # fa, and there exists a unique C’-function x,,: A,, -+ 10, 00 [ such that 
?c,,(5) is just the nth interior zero of u(., t) ([ E A,,). These facts are proved 
in [9] without using hypothesis (L) (cf. Remark 2.10~) there). Now con- 
dition (U) implies that the x,, are one-to-one, and hence x,, must be either 
strictly increasing or strictly decreasing on each connected component of 
505/66/Z-10 
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the open set A,,. However, the latter is impossible. For, suppose that for 
some n E N the function x,, is decreasing on some connected component of 
A,,. Then we can continue x,(t), ,u,(t),..., x,,(r) to arbitrarily large values of 
5, which yields a contradiction to the a priori estimate for u’ given in 
Lemma 2.3 of [9]. (A detailed account of this argument is contained in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 in [9].) Hence x,, is strictly increasing on all of A,,, 
and it follows (again as in [9]) that the xk (1 dk- Gn) can be extended 
down to 5 = 0, i.e. there exists w, > 0 such that 
A,, = IQ %C. 
Moreover, w,, < cc because it is assumed that u’ is bounded away from zero 
on I (cf. [9], Remark 2.10b)). 
In addition, our assumptions imply that Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 apply to 
the present problem, and hence we again obtain assertions (a) and (b) of 
Corollary 6.1. In particular, if N(t) denotes the number of distinct interior 
zeroes of u(., t), then N is decreasing, right continuous, and N(Q) = N, as 
before (notation from Section 6). 
Now observe that in order to prove Theorem 7.1 it suffices to show that 
every nontrivial solution of (6.1). (6.3) has only a finite number of zeroes. 
For, if y & 0 is an arbitrary solution of (6.1) having an infinite number of 
zeroes and if t, is its first zero, then ye(t) := ~$t - to) satisfies a differential 
equation of the form (6.1), with M’ replaced by a translate of W, and the 
assumptions of Theorem 7.1 evidently hold for this new equation. Passing 
to -yO if necessary, we can also arrange J&(O) >O, so that J?~ indeed 
satisfies (6.3). 
Assume therefore that there is to > 0 such that N(4,) = co. Let o, 2 0 be 
the limit of the decreasing sequence (IX,,),,>, . Since the function N is 
decreasing on 10, cc [, we must have w,, > to for every n and hence 
w, 3 to > 0. Moreover, N(o,) = cc since N is decreasing and attains 
arbitrarily large values on 10, co[. Put u := u(., 0,). Then v E X, for we 
know that any solution of (6.1), (6.3) having infinitely many zeroes must 
belong to X (cf. [9], Remark 3.9(c) and Lemma 3.5). 
By Theorem 5.3(c) there exist solutions u,, of (6.1), (6.2) such that 
J(u,,) = c,, and N(t,,)=n - 1 for t,, := u:,(O) (n E N). Thus (,,E Q,, and in 
particular, o,, < l,, co,, ~, for all n. Hence <,, + o, as IZ + co. Now we can 
apply Lemma 4.3 from [9], which tells us that v = lim,, _ x u,, strongly in X. 
Using (6.23) and the continuity of @ on X (cf. Section 3), we infer 
O<:@(V)= lim i@(u,,)= - lim J(u,!)= - lim c,,. 
II - x II - % II - cc 
On the other hand, Theorem 5.1 tells us that relation (3.8) is valid. This 
contradiction proves the theorem. 
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Remarks 7.2. (a) If we modify condition (U), requiring the uniqueness 
of solutions with prescribed number of zeroes not for every interval 
[a, 61 G Z, but only for intervals of the form [0, b], then the proof of 
Theorem 7.1 still goes through except for the argument involving the trans- 
lated equation. The result then is that every nontrivial solution y of (6.1) 
such that y(O) = 0 has only a finite number of zeroes, if (6.1) satisfies the 
modified condition (U) along with the other assumptions of Theorem 7.1. 
(b) The proof of the nonoscillation result 7.1 is undesirably involved, 
considering that results from abstract critical point theory such as (3.8) and 
Theorem 5.3(c) are combined with the elementary shooting method from 
[9]. It is thus to be hoped that a simpler and more direct proof exists. 
However, it should be noted that neither the requirement (4.5)-which 
ensures the applicability of critical point theory-nor condition 
(U)-which ensures the applicability of the shooting method-can be 
deleted from the assumptions of Theorem 7.1. As to (4.5), this is seen from 
the case where w is a positive constant. This case has been discussed in [8] 
(see Corollary 3.5 therein) and [9] (see Remarks 2.10(c)-(e) therein). An 
example in which oscillating solutions occur even though (4.5) is satisfied is 
given below. 
We need a technical lemma for the example mentioned in the preceding 
remark. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let a < h, cs > 0, I > 0, and let ti: [a, co [ + 10, CC [ he con- 
tinuous. Suppose the Dirichlet problem 
u”=(!qt) Iu16-~“)u, (7.1) 
u(a) = u(b) = 0 (7.2) 
has a positive solution ij on [a, h]. Moreover, let E > 0 and r > 0 he given. 
Then there exists a continuous function u’: [a, CC [ + IO, CC [ such that we 
have 
(i) w(a)=r and minu,,,,,w(t)>min(r,min,,,G, K(t)) for every . . 
c 2 a. 
(ii) j;1” IuJ-“~ - iipziOI dt <E for every B3 h. 
(iii) The solution u of the initial value problem 
d = (w IUIU-A)U, (7.3) 
u(a) = 0, u’(a) = E’(a) (7.4) 
is defined on [a, b + E’] ,for some E’ E 10, E], and there is a zero b, > a of u in 
lb-&, b+E[. 
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(iv) u(t)>O,for a<t<h,, and 
lu’(h,)-lT’(h)l <E. 
Proqf: Decreasing E if necessary, we may assume that the solution ii of 
(7.1) can be continued to a half-open interval containing [a, h + E]. Let 
A43 r (resp. K) be a bound for 6 (resp. for ii) on [a, h]. It follows from 
standard arguments (e.g., successive approximations) that there exists 
6,>0 depending on/y on a hound for W, such that the local solution .Y of 
(7.3) (7.4) exists and satisfies 
1x1 G 1, Ix’1 < liT( + 1 
on all of [a, a + S,]. Choose 6, E 10, h - a[ accordingly (with respect o the 
bound M), and define u’~: [a, CD [ -+ 10, co [ for 0 < 6 d 6, by requiring 
t-a 
w,Jt) := 1 -- c > t-a 6 r+- 6 k(a + 6) 
for a < t 6 a + 6 and u’<~ E @ on [a + 6, co [. Then ~3,~ is continuous and 
bounded by A4 for every 6. Let ,Y,~ : [a, a + S,] -+ R be the local solution of 
(7.3) (7.4) corresponding to u’ = w,. From (7.1 ), (7.2) and Taylor’s for- 
mula we get 
ii(t)=ii’(a)(r-a)+ j’[(@(.s) 117(s)l”-~.)~(s)](t-s)ds 
‘I 
and (7.3), (7.4) yield a similar relation for x$. Hence, using our bounds for 




Similarly it is shown that 
I$)(a+6)-ii’(a+d)l <6M,. 
Thus we have 
lim x6(a + 6) = 12(u) (7.6) 6-o+ 
lim ~:,(a + 6) = ii’(a). 
a-o+ (7.7) 
Since wJt) = G(t) for t 3 a + 6, we can extend x6 to a larger interval by 
solving the initial value problem for (7.1) with initial conditions xJa + 6), 
xL(a+6) at t=a+ 6. In this way we obtain a solution uii of (7.3), (7.4) for 
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w= M”~. Now clearly (i) is satisfied for all 6, and (7.6), (7.7) and the stan- 
dard theorem on continuous dependence on the initial conditions ensure 





This shows that (ii) is also satisfied for every sufficiently small 6. Thus 
the lemma is proved, taking w = We, u = uii for 6 > 0 suitably small. 
EXAMPLE 7.4. Let 0 > 0 be arbitrary, I := [0, a~[, and let M’, be a Cl- 
function on I such that w,(O) > 0 and w;(t) > 0 for every t > 0. As is well 
known (see, e.g., [9] or [lo]), the Dirichlet problem 
-u”+w,(t) lul”u=j~u, 
u(0)=24(1)=0 
has a unique positive solution U, provided i is sufficiently large. Pick a 
fixed 2 for which U, exists, and consider the energy function 
on I (where p := a+ 2, as always). We have E’= -(l/p) w’, Iu,IP, which 
implies 
~~-5:=2E(0)-2E(1)=211 w; lu,I”dr>O, 
PO 
where we have put tk :=u’,(k) (k=O, 1). Hence j?, := l<,/<0l < 1, and we 
pick q such that 8, <q< 1. 
Next, we construct an increasing sequence (h,),, , of points of I and 
sequences of functions ( w~)~ >, , (u~)~ a1 such that uk and wk are defined on 
[bkpI, hk], (- l)k- ‘uk is the positive solution of the Dirichlet problem 
--u”+ Wk(Z) (ulOu= Al4 (7.8) 
U(bk- ,) = U(bk) = 0 (7.9) 
and such that for tk := u;(bk), bk := l<k/~ol we have 
Bk < qk (7.10) 
for every k B 1. We start with b o :=O, b, := 1, and the u,, w, already 
described. Now consider k > 2 and suppose 6, ,..., b,- , , u, ,..., uk ~, and 
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Wl ,.‘., Wk I are already constructed. Then put h, := h, , + 1 and define 
3,, Gk by 
a,(t):=p,~,u,(t-h,~,) (hk ,w&), 
)?)k(t):=B~~~,U’,(f-hk~ ,) (r>h, I). 
These functions clearly satisfy (7.1), (7.2) on the interval [h, , , 8,]. Thus, 
taking r := wkP ,(bkP ,) in Lemma 7.3, we can find a point h, E [&, - $, 
ak + t] and functions ukr wk such that (- 1)” ‘uk is the positive solution of 
(7.8), (7.9) and such that bkr uk, MJ~ have the following additional proper- 
ties: 
wk(hk-,)=wh ,(hk-I) (7.11) 
I 
hh I$$!;2 fl- k’x- 7 dt < 2 h (7.12) 
hi , 
u,(h,) = 0 = Uk(h~ , ) (7.13) 
IUbk ,)I =I& II (7.14) 
the last relation being due to (7.4) and lii;(h, , )I = /?, _ , to = ltk ~ , 1. By 
construction the signs of tkP, and &(hk-, ) also agree, and hence (7.14) 
implies 
U;(hh~,)=U;~,(hk~,). (7.15) 
Moreover, the induction hypothesis implies 
Km =Bk- II411 4 ’ 1511 =s”-‘P,50<4k50~ 
and hence by Lemma 7.3(iv) everything may even be arranged so as to 
have (7.10) again. This completes the construction. 
From the choice of the zk, h, it is clear that k/2 < hk < (3/2)k for every 
k 2 1. Hence the intervals [h, , , hk] cover Z, and therefore it follows from 
(7.11), (7.13) and (7.15) that the u’~ (resp. theu,) are the restrictions to 
[b, _, , bk] of a unique function w (resp. U) defined on I. It is also clear that 
w is continuous and that u is a solution of (6.1), (6.3) for this W. Moreover, 
the zeroes of u are the points b, (k E N). Finally, (7.10) and (7.12) yield 
I 312 <4 2(k- I) ~,-~/“dt+2-~, 0 
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and hence 
w-2”dt< f q2k-2j 312 w,2/“dt+ ‘f 2-k<cc 
k=l 0 k=l 
because of q < 1. This means that (4.5) indeed holds for the present choice 
of w. 
Remarks 7.5. (a) In Lemma 7.3 the piecewise linear interpolation (7.5) 
can obviously be replaced by a smooth interpolation. Starting with some 
w, EC”, we then obtain an example of the kind just described, but with 
w E C‘“. 
(b) It is clear from Remark 7.2(a) that the equation constructed in 
Example 7.4 cannot satisfy the modified condition (U). (Note that the con- 
struction yields w(t) 3 w,(O) > 0 for all t > 0 because of /Ik < 1 and (i) in 
Lemma 7.3.) In other words, for some h > 0 and n 3 2 there exist two dif- 
ferent solutions which vanish for t = 0 and t = h, have n - 1 distinct zeroes 
for 0 < t < b, and have positive slope for t = 0. It is clear from the uni- 
queness of nonvanishing solutions that the zeroes of two such solutions 
must have different locations. However, an explicit example for this 
phenomenon does not seem to be available for Eq. (6.1) as yet. 
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